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1. Introduction

During the past years, theory of measure perturbations of Dirichlet forms and the
associated perturbed semigroups - so called generalized Feynman-Kac semigroups have
been studied by many authors ([1],[2],[3],[7],[24],[25],[31],[32]). Furthermore, Dirich-
let forms perturbed by jumps were recently investigated ([3],[24]), and unlike the case
of the perturbation by smooth measures, we needed some new concepts and tools to

study them. Indeed, when the underlying Markov process Xt is discontinuous, the
following important discontinuous additive functionals can be considered

(1.1) Aζ =
s<t

where F is a Borel function on X x X vanishing on the diagonal. In this case, there are

some difficulties in studying the Feynman-Kac semigroup for (1.1) and the correspond-

ing bilinear form, because the basic tools used in the continuous case are not available
in this discontinuous case. Song [24] studied the additive functionals of the forms

(1.2) Aΐ'F = Aΐ + A?

for the symmetric α-stable processes, where Aμ is the continuous additive functional
(or abbreviated as CAP) with μ as its Revuz measure. For / £ B(Rd), he proved that
if μ is a measure in the Kato class and F is a bounded "admissible" function with
respect to the base process, then the Feynman-Kac semigroup

is strongly continuous on Lp(Rd). As a generalized approach, Ying [31] introduced the
concepts of additive functionals of extended Kαto class and showed that, if an additive

functional At of symmetric Markov process Xt belongs to this class, the Feynman-Kac

semigroup p^Af(x) = Ex ((exp(A))t f ( X t ) ) may be extended to a strongly continuous
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semigroup of bounded operator, where exp(A) (= eA* Πβ<t(l+ ΔAβ)) is the Stieltjes

exponential of A. He also characterized the perturbed bilinear form associated with

(PΪA)
In 1951, Kac [18] obtained a remarkable relation between the principal eigenvalue

of Schrδdinger operators and an asymptotics of the so called Feynman-Kac functional

More precisely, let (Bt, P™) be the d-dimemsional Brownian motion and V a function
on Rd such that linx^oo V(x) = oo. Then, it holds

lim —
*->°° * \ \ JQ

= - inf (l Ό(u,u)+ f u2(x)V(x)dx).
' ' * ^Λd

Here D is the classical Dirichlet integral and (1/2)D plays a role as the rate function of
the large deviation principle for the Brownian motion. Afterward, this formula became
a motivation of Donsker-Varadhan large deviation theory which tells us an asymptotics

of occupation time distribution Lt(α;, •) = (l/t) J0 χ.((Bs(ω))dsJ and nowadays, the
formula (1.3) also can be derived as a corollary of Donsker-Varadhan large deviation
theory.

On the other hand, many people recently studied the so called generalized Schrόd-
inger operator with a signed smooth measure μ as a potential, — |Δ+μ, and the associ-

ated semigroup E™ (exp(-Af) f ( B t ) ) ([1],[2],[3],[6]). Moreover, Carmona-Masters-
Simon [7] considered the relativistic Hamiltonian operator \/—Δ + m2 - m, m > 0
instead of Laplacian. Note that if we want to extend the formula (1.3) to the relativis-
tic Hamiltonian operator and also to the generalized Schrόdinger operator, Donsker-
Varadhan large deviation principle is no longer available because the additive functional

A%'F is not a function of the occupation time distribution Lt(u;, •) while /0 V(Xs)ds

can be written as t fχ V(x)Lt(ω,dx).
An objective of this paper is extend the formula (1.3) with continuous and jump

type's Feynman-Kac functionals exp (— Af'F j in the framework of regular Dirichlet

space. To do this, we shall concentrate our attention on the modification of "Donsker-
Varadhan large deviation principle for symmetric Markov processes with multiplicative

functional exp ί — A^F J". The two methods may be considered. One can immediately

expect on account of [26] that, if μ and F are positive and a symmetric Markov process
as a base process explodes so fast that R^Fl the 1-resolvent of the identity function
1 belongs to C00(X) the space of continuous functions on the state space X vanishing
at infinity, then we can use the full large deviation principle1 (Theorem 1.1 and 4.4

in [26]). The other is the choice of special Levy process satisfying the exponentially

1 Throughout this paper, "large deviation principle" means a "Donsker-Varadhan's type", otherwise, we shall
give a comment.
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localized condition (cf. [7]), under which, the U> -spectral radius of the Feynman-Kac

semigroup of kernels be ones p-independent. We combine this independent property
with the large deviation principle.

More precisely, let (B,F) be a regular Dirichlet form on L2(X;m) and M —
(Ω,X ί 5Px,C, θt) the associated Hunt process, where X is a locally compact separable
metric space and ra is a positive Radon measure on X with full support. Let μ be
a signed smooth measure associated with (£,F) and F a Borel function of bounded
below on X x X vanishing on the diagonal. First we show that if F = (l — e~F) G
L2(X x X \ d Nm) and Aμ'F is the additive functional of extended Kato class, then
the Hunt process M can be transformed into the </>2ra-symmetric ergodic process whose
Dirichlet form on L2(X; φ2m) is written as

εφ(u,u) = \[ Γc(u,u)φ2dm+ if (ύ(x)-ϋ(y)γφ(x}φ(y)e-FN(x,dy}m(dx)
Z JX J JXxX\dXxX\d

by means of a supermartingale multiplicative functional

(1.4)

Using this fact, we prove the following formula for the symmetric Levy process on Rd

with its exponent being the so-called α-relativistic Hamiltonian

(p2 + ra2)* - raα, ra > 0, 0 < α < 2;

lim -
t—ϊoo t

( Γ
8(u, u) + / u(x)2 dμ(x)

JRd

+ if u(x)u(y)(l - e-F)J(dxdy)}
J JRdxRd\d /

holding for all x G Rd, where T^F = {u G T \ u G L2(βd;|μ| + |p|)}, p(Λ) =

$A'$Rd(l ~ e~F(χ^)J(dxdy), A G B(Rd).
We shall also discuss some of its applications. When the base process is a symmet-

ric stable process of index α, (1 < a < 2), the surface measure of the sphere on R3 is
in the (extended) Kato class ([6]). Since the pseudo-differential operator | - Δ|Q;/2(1 <

a < 2) and the α-relativistic Hamiltonian operator (—Δ + ra2)α/2 — raα (ra > 0,1 <
α < 2) define the same Kato class, the formula (1.5) gives us the asymptotic behaviour

of the local time for the surface measure of the sphere on R3 (see Example 5.1 and
w

5.2). As mentioned above, when μ and F are positive and R± 1 belongs to C
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we can also consider the full large deviation formula. We shall describe the asymp-

totics of the number of jumps for symmetric Markov chains on a symmetric region

of the state space and give some sufficient conditions to ensure Λf 1 £ C00(X) in

establishing full large deviation principle (see Example 5.3 and Theorem 5.2).

2. Preliminaries and Assumptions

Let X be a locally compact separable metric space and m a positive Radon mea-

sure on X with full support. Let (£, J7) be a regular Dirichlet form on L2(X\m) and

M — (Ω,X t,Px,ζ) a corresponding Hunt process.2 Here Ω is the space of all right

continuous functions from [0, oo) to XΔ with the left hand limit on (0, oo) such that

ω(t) = Δ for all t > ζ(ω) = inf{s > 0; ω(s) = Δ} and Xt is the coordinate maps,

Xt(ω] = ω(i). The stopping time ζ is called the life time of M and Δ is called a

cemetery point adjoined to X. Let (pt)t>o be the transition semigroup of M, p t f ( x ) =

Ex(f(Xt)), and (βα)α>0 the resolvent of M, Raf(x) = Ex (/0°° e~at f(Xs]ds). The

capacity associated with the Dirichlet form (£,F) is defined by

Cap(O) = inf \ 8(u, u) + / u2dm u G J7, u > 1 ra-a.e. on O \
I Jx }

for an open set O, and is extended to any set as an outer capacity. We say that an

increasing sequence {Fn} of closed sets is a generalized nest (simply say, a nest) if

limn_)>00 Cap(^\Fn) = 0 for any compact set K. A positive Borel measure μ on X is

said to be smooth if μ charges no set of zero capacity and there exists a nest {Fn} such

that μ(Fn) < oo, for all n (§2.2 in [16]). Let us denote by S the totality of smooth

measures. Given a signed Borel measure μ = μ+ — μ~, we say μ the signed smooth

measure and write μ £ S — <S if μ+ £<S and μ~ £ S. For a Borel function / on X,

we define the quasi-norm by

1, = inf sup |/(x)
Cap(ΛΓ)=0

Note that, if / is quasi-continuous, ||/||g is the same as ||/||oo the usual L°°-norm.

A signed Radon measure μ is said to be in the Kato class SK if

(2.1) lim||Exμ?) H^O,

which is the extension of the classical definition of the Kato class for Brownian motion.

Now, we introduce more general concepts of the Kato class (2.1)

2 The Dirichlet form is defined as a Markovian closed "symmetric" form and hence, the associated Hunt
process is always assumed to be "m-symmetric" (cf. [16]).
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DEFINITION 2.1. A positive additive functional A of M is said to be in the ex-
tended Koto class if it belongs to

A signed smooth measure μ = μ+ — μ (resp. A Borel function F = F+ - F~ on

XxX\d) is said to belong to the extended Kato class if Aμ = Aμ+ -Aμ~ G A$-A$

(resp. AF = AF+ - AF~ G A$ - A*£\

From now on, we assume that F is a symmetric (i.e. F(x,y) = F(y,x)) Borel
function on X x X\d and for convenience, F(x, Δ) = 0, x G X. Put F = (l - e~F).
For the additive functional Aμ'F which belongs to the extended Kato class, we define
the symmetric bilinear form (Eμ'F ,Fμ'F] on L2(X;ra) by

μ>F(u,v) = S(u,v) + ί ύ(x)v(x) μ(dx) + if u(x)v(y)FJ(dxdy)
JX J JXxX\d

for u,v^T^F

where p(B) — fB - fχ F(x,y}J(dxdy),B G B(X), i.e., the marginal measure of FJ
and u means a quasi continuous m-version of u with respect to the capacity Cap. Then

(εμ>F,Pμ'F) is a lower semibounded closed symmetric bilinear form on L2(X;m)

because its perturbed semigroup, the so-called Feynman-Kac semigroup,

(2.2) P^Ff(x) = Ex (exp (-<'F) f ( X t ] ) x G X.

is a strongly continuous symmetric semigroup of bounded operators on L2(X', m) (The-

orem 3.2 in [31]).
Now, in order to obtain our main results, we make the following assumptions on

(ί,^7) and M which are always available throughout this paper.

Assumptions

(I) The energy measure corresponding to (£, F) is absolutely continuous with respect

to the base measure m, that is, 8 can be written as

ε(u,u) = ^ f Tc(u,u)dm+]- If (u(x)-u(y))2N(x,dy)m(dx)
* JX Z J JXxX\d

+ / u(x)2k(x)m(dx) for u G f Π C0PO,
Jx
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where Co(X) is the set of continuous functions on X with compact support.

(II) (Irreducibility of M) If a Borel set B E B(X) satisfies

XBPtf = P t ( χ B f ) for V/ G L2(X; m) Π B(X) and ί > 0,

then m(B) = 0 or m(X \ 5) = 0.

(III) The transition probability pt(x,dy) of M is absolutely continuous with respect
to m for each t > 0 and x G X.

(IV) pt is a bounded operator from Ll(X; πί) to L°°(X-, m) for any t > 0.

The next lemma asserts that under the extended Kato class conditions for Aμ>F

determined by μ and F, the Feynman-Kac semigroup (2.2) inherits the Lp-boundedness
and Lp-smoothing properties of the original semigroup.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose A^ G A$ - Λ^. Then

(i) There exist positive constants c and /3(μ, F) such that for all t > 0,

|k'F|| <ce^'F^, l < V p < o o ,
I I l lp,p

where \\ \\p^p means the operator norm from Lp to Lp.

(ii) For any 1 < p, q < oo and t > 0, pf 'F < oo.

Proof. (i) Since exp(-A^) =e-AίiΠs

we see by Lemma 2.1 in [31] that there exist positive constants c and β(μ,F) such

that for any t > 0,

EX fexp ί-AΪ'F)) II < ceK*F» x G X.
\ V / / l l g

Now, we have the result by using interpolations.
(ii) It is enough to show that p^ 'F is bounded operator from Ll(X\ m) to LP(X] m),

(1 < P < oo ) for any ί > 0. The assumption (IV) say that there exists a positive
constant Ct such that for any t > 0,

| |pt | | l,oo=C't <00.

Now, for any / G Lq(X\ ra), (1 < ^ < oo), we have
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Using (i), we get rf' | < 3Ct', t > 0 and its dual property give the conclusion.

D

3. Transformation to Ergodic Processes by Multiplicative Functional

In this section, we transform the Hunt process M into the ergodic subprocess by
certain multiplicative functional, which will play a crucial role in the coming section.

First, we define the resolvent {R£F}a>β(μ,F) by

αoo \

exp(-αί - AΪ'F)f(Xt)dt far f e Bb(X)
/

and the generator £μ'F by

C^Fu = au-f foτu = R%Ff, f e Cb(X)

where Bb(X) (resp. Cb(X)) is the set of all bounded Borel (resp. continuous) functions
and /3(μ, F) is the constant in Lemma 2.1. Set the domain of £μ>F

Ί>l(Cμ'F) = {R£Ff a>β(μ,F), f E L2(X;m) Γ\Cb(X), f > 0 and / φ 0} .

Note that any function in V^_(Cμ^F) is strictly positive on X by assumption (II) and

(III) (cf. Theorem 4.6.6 in [16]).

μ F f

M?' = G * φ(Xt) — Φ(XQ) — I

Jo

Then, Mμ'F^ is a martingale with respect to Px, x G X because

Ex(Mμ'F'φ] = 0 and M^j*' =

Lemma 3.1. Mt

μ' 'φ can be also written as

Mf

μ^Φ= I e~A"- dMW- ί e-Aμ -dL+>F, Px-a.e. x e X,t?>F* = f e~A*-dMW - ['
Jo Jo

where

s-,XB}- f ί N(Xs,dy)φ(y)F(Xs,y)ds
Jo Jx

and M^ is the martingale part for Fukushima decomposition ofφ(Xt) - φ(Xo)
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Proof. We apply Itδ formula to G(x, y) = xy. Since de~At' = — (e~A*'

e~ *- cL4^), we get

e~Aϊ'F'φ(Xt) - φ(X0) = G(e-Aΐ'F,φ(Xt))-G(e-Aμ°'F,φ(XQ))

r* Δμ,F r . , /•* Δμ,F tM
(3.1) = / e~A- dAfM + / e~Λ- dJVM

7o Jo

"

where Af = Σ.<tF(Xβ_,Xβ). Put Apf = Σs<tΦ(χs)F(x*->χs) and consider

its dual predictable projection (A$ = /0* fχ N(XS, dy)φ(y)F(Xs, y)ds. Then

-,Xβ) - ί ί N(Xs,dy)φ(y)F(Xs,y)ds
Jo Jx

is a martingale with respect to Px,x € X, and hence, the last term of the right hand
side of (3.1) (discontinuous part) equals

= Γ e-A»-dL*>r + Γ e~A*-F ί N(Xs,dy}φ(y)F(Xs,y}ds.
Jo Jo Jx

We have the lemma. Π

Let us define the multiplicative functional N^ by

Then N^ is a supermartingale multiplicative functional. Indeed, put Kn = {x G

X φ(x) > ^} and denote by K° the fine interior of Kn. By noting

u

o Φ

= exp (- f* *^(Xu)du) (d(e-A?'F φ(Xs)) -
\ Jo Φ / \

we can immediately check that for each n
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<rn-l

(3.3) rtΛτn 1 ( fs Cμ^F0 \

= \ ττγ-τ exp - / —-^-(XJdu
Jo 0VAo) \ Jo Φ )

Px-a.e. x

where τn is the first leaving time from K^rn = mf{t > 0 : Xt g K%}. Therefore, we
see from (3.3) that

Ex(Nf) = Ex(N*Λζ) < liminf Ex(N^rJ = 1, x G X.

Let us denote by M^ = (Ω, Xt, P$, ζ) the transformed process of M by Nφ.

Lemma 3.2. M^ is a φ2m- symmetric right process on X.

Proof. For a path ω 6 Ω with ί < ζ(ω), let rt be a reversal operator on Ω which
is defined by

rt(ω)(s) = ω((t - s)-) if (0 < s < t), rt(α;)(s) = α (O) if (5 > t).

Note that M^ is a right process (see [21]) and is reversible under P^-a.e., because for
any Tt -measurable function /,

Since F is symmetric on X x X \ d, A^F(rtω) = A^F(ω), Pm-a.e. on account of
Theorem 5.4.1 in [16]. Now for f , g G B(X],

- ΓJo φ2m

= Em [ e~A*' φ(Xt)φ(Xo)f(XQ)g(Xt)exp ( —

which completes the proof. Π

Denote by (Sφ,J:φ) the Dirichlet form on L2(X; φ2m) associated with M^. Note
that K° is also the fine interior of Kn with respect to M^ because Px = P$ on

J^+(= Πί>0^7, ?ϊ is the universal completion of F$ = σ{Xs 0 < s < t}). Let
Mn (resp. M^'n) be the part process of M (resp. M*) on K°n and (8n,jFn] (resp.

(εφ'n,Fφ'n)) the Dirichlet form generated by Mn (resp.
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Lemma 3.3 ([19]). Under the identification ofL2(K°-, φ2m) with
2

Ko(X; Φ2m) = {ue L2(X; φ2m) u = 0 m-a.e. on X\ K%},

Fφ>n = {uefφ]u = Q φ2m-a.e. on X \ Kn}

and εφ'n = Eφ. In particular, Fφ'n is included in fφ.

In order to reach our final goal of this section, we make full use of the following
expression of transformed Dirichlet form. We would like to emphasize that f^ the
domain of the transformed Dirichlet form in Proposition 3.1 includes J7, which makes
it possible to show that the identity function 1 belongs to fφ even if the expression

(3.4) itself follows from Itό formula.

Proposition 3.1. Fix a Borel function F of bounded below on X x X\d. Suppose

that F G L2(X x X \ d Nm), where Nm(dxdy) = N(x,dy)m(dx) and A^F <E

J$κ ~ ̂ K- τhen the Dirichlet space Fφ includes T and for u^T,

(3.4)

u,u) = \ ί Tc(u,u)φ2dm
2 Jx

if (ύ(x)-u(y))2φ(x)φ(y)e FN(x,dy)m(dx).
J JXxX\d

H- .
/XxX\d

Proof. First, for φ = R£Fg G V2

+(C^F) and u e Fu Π L°°(X; m), we put

(u-E.(N+u(Xt)\ t<τn),u)φ2πι

= (u-E.(u(Xt) t < τn),u)^m - (E.((Nt - l)u(Xt) t < τn),u)φ2m

From (3.3), (II)t equals

Euφm (u(Xt) Γexp (- Γ ^^(Xu)du dM»> t < τn .
\ Jo V Jo 9

Put

Γ* C»>Fq( / *Λτn / rs

u(Xt) / exp ( - /
Jo V Jo Ψ

< < ; t > τ n .
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Then, by Lemma 3.1,

?<"'
(3.5)

For φ, φ G J-, we let

tΛTn

,F

-2L'^τ
-Elulφm(u(Xt)

2 ;t>τn)

(χ) - φ(y)}(ψ(x) - ψ(y)}N(x, dy) + φ(x)ψ(x)k(x) .

Then the joint quadratic variation (M M)t is equal to

(Λf M, AfM) t - Γ(</>,
Jo , ^ G

(Theorem 5.3.1 in [16]). Now we claim that the first factor of the right hand side of

(3.5) is bounded. By Lemma 2.1 (i) and the fact that < 3c < oo on K%,

-i / rt/\rn /

-E\u\φm( exp -
t \Jo \

Mφm ( ί
\Jo

, φ)(Xs)ds

< c'jexp(2ct)}\uφ\\0ΰ\\Γ(φ, 0)11! Γ e^2^2F)srf
t Jo

Also, since <L^)f = /„* /χ φ*(y)F*(Xs,y)N(Xs,dy)ds,

oo.

o 9

< 1 exp(2ct)E{ulφm ( Γ exp (-2 '̂
ί \«/o
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Γ
Jo

if
JJ XxX\d

F (x, y)N(x, dy)m(dx) < oo.

Now, Kunita-Watanabe inequality gives the boundedness of the first factor of (3.5). The
second factor of (3.5) is equal to \(\u\φ,ptu

2 - u2)m - \(\u\φ,p^u2 - w2)m, which
tends to £(H</>, u2) — εn(\u\φ,u2) = 0 as t -» 0 because \u\φ and u2 are elements of
Tn and we can appeal to Theorem 4.4.2 in [16]. Hence we get

-i

lim -E
-

(3.6)

/ /»£Λτn / rs pμ,F J. \ \

ΐuφm u(Xt) / exp - / —V(Xu)du dM^
V Jo \ Jo Φ ) )
/

lim±Euφm^(u(Xt)-u(X0))

rtΛTn ( rs c^F '
x / exp - / ——

Jo \ Jo Φ

Now, let u(Xt) -U(XQ) = M\u^ -\-N\u^ be the Fukushima decomposition (cf. Theorem

5.2.2 in [16]). Then,

1 / r , / ίΛTl

lim -Euφm [Ni J /
t-κ) t V 7o

exp - = 0

because N^ is of zero-energy (p.201 in [16]), and thus the right hand side of (3.6) is

equal to

(3.7)

χ / rtΛτn

lim -^U0m( / exp
*-> o ί y^Q

Φ

Moreover, since

exP - fo ^-
< 3M < oo, s < t Λ τn,
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< M2\\uφ\\lEm ( Γ e-Aμ>'Fd (L*'f)s] Em ( Γ Γ(u, u)(Xs)ds]
\Jo / \Jo )

< M2\\uφ3\\l Γ|K'F ( f F*( ,y)N( ,dy)} \\.ds Γ \\ps(Γ(u,u)) \\.ds
Jo \Jχ / Jo

< M'Huφ^ll ί e^sds if F2(x,y)N(x,dy)m(dx) ί \\ps (Γ(u,u)) ||ιώ
./O J JXxX\d Jθrχxx\d

0 as t -* 0.

We get

ι / rtΛτn / rs £μ,FA \ \

lim -Euφm ( exp -A^F - \ —-^(Xu)du d (M^U\L^F}S

*->° t \Jo V Jo Φ J J
t/\rn

and also similarly,

Ί / /**ΛTn / Γs C^^ fh \ \
lim -Euφm ( exp - '̂F - / ±—*(XJdu d (M^, M™).
t->o t y^o \ ,/0 φ / /

1 / rt/\τn \

= lim i£Ju0m / exp (-Λ£'F) d (ΛfM, MM)β .
t ^O t \JQ J

Therefore, (3.7) is equal to

1 / /**Λτn / _

lim \Euφm ( / exp (- '̂F) (d (M^,M^)S - d (M™, L*'F)
t-) 0 t \JQ V

Now, since lim^o P\u\φm(t > τn) = 0,
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1 ,

X

0 as

Γ|
Jo

F2(Ίy)N(Ίdy))\\lds
x

and also

I f / *Λτn

lim -Euφrn I exp (-A^F) d (M[u\ M[φ])s-, t > τn } = 0.
t^o t \y0

Therefore, we conclude that

ί-X) t

I / rt

= lim -Euφm

φ(y}ΰF(Xs,y)N(Xs,dy)ds
x

= lirn^uφ, f p<ϊ>F(Γ(u,φ))ds)m
*-f° t Jo

-\im}(uφ, !*#*(( φ(y)nF( ,y)N(;dy))ds)mί~>υ l Jo Jx

= (uφ, Γ(u, φ))m - (uφ, ί φ(y)ΰF(; y)N(; dy))m
Jx

= / uφΓ(u,φ)dm- u(x)φ(x)φ(y)ΰF(x,y)N(x,dy)m(dx),
Jx J JχxX\d

where ΰ(x,y) = u(y) — u(x). On the other hand, limt-^o \(I)t ~ £(u^uφ2). Hence,

lim -t(u - E.(

= - I Γ(u,uφ2)dm+- I u2φ2kdm- I uφT(u,φ)dm
* Jx * Jx Jx

+ u(x)φ(x)φ(y)ΰF(x,y)N(x,dy)m(dx)
J JxxX\d

= J ί Γc(u,u)φ2dm
2 Jx

(u(x) - ύ(y})2φ(x}φ(y}e-F(χ^N(x, dy)m(dx),
XxX\d
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and consequently, u G ̂ 'n, which implies that Tn ΓΊ L°°pf;ra) C Tφ by virtue of
Lemma 3.3. Noting that

,S(u,u) uGJ^nL°°(Jr;m).

Since (Jn(Fn n L°°(X; m)) is dense in JF, we arrive at the lemma. Π

Proposition 3.2. For φ G T>+(£μ>F), ί/ie identity function I belongs to T^ and
,!) = 0.

Proof. This proposition follows from Proposition 3.1 with the same argument as
in Lemma 6.3.3 in [16]. Q

Lemma 3.4 ([14],[19],[22]). Let (E,F) be the Dirichlet form associated with an
m-symmetric right process (Ω,Xt,Px) on X. Suppose that

1G.F and £(1,1) = 0.

Then, the following statements are equivalent each other;

(i) (£,F) is irreducible.
(ii) If S(u, u) — 0, then u is constant m-a.e.
(iii) IfTtu = u m-a.e. for all t > 0, then u is constant m-a.e.
(iv) (Ω,Pm,^°,^) is ergodic, (i.e., if λ G JF° is θt-invariant, (θt)-l(A.) = Λ, then
PX(A) = Qfor all x G X or PX(A) = 1 for all x G X. Here JF° = σ{Xt : 0 < t < 00}
and θt is the shift operater on Ω).

Theorem 3.1. The transformed process M^ is ergodic in the sense of Lemma 3.4.

Proof. On account of the positivity of Nφ up to the life time C, (£0,^) is
irreducible. Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.2 that P^2m(Λ) = 0

or -P?2m(Ω \ Λ) = 0. Moreover, by assumption (III), M^ also admits a transition

density. Hence P$(Λ) = 0 or 1. Π

Assume that μ and F are positive. Then by combining Theorem 3.2 in [31] for

the multiplicative functional exp (-A% 'F j with Theorem 6.3.1 in [16], we can imme-

diately check that Theorem 3.1 is also derived without the assumption (I).

4. Lower and Upper Estimations

In this section, we now describe the asymptotic behaviour of Ex ίexp (-A^F\ j

by applying the results of previous sections. We first give the lower estimate of its large
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deviation principle governed by the perturbed Dirichlet form £μ>F, and next consider
the upper estimate for the symmetric Levy process with its exponent (4.1) below.

The lower estimate

Let Mι(X) be the set of probability measures on X equipped with the weak
topology. Define the function /£>,F on M\(X] by

oo otherwise.

For ω G Ω and 0 < t < ζ(ω), also define the occupation distribution

Lt(ω)(A) = -+ ί XA(Xs(ω))ds, A G B(X).
1 JQ

Theorem 4.1. Fix a Borel function F of bounded below on X x X \ d. Suppose
that F G L2(XxX; Nm) and A^F e Λ^-A^. Then for any open set G C Mι(X),

liminf -logEx fexp (~A^F} Lt e G,t < ζ] > - inf Iεμtp(ιλ for all x G X.
£— »oo t \ \ / / vζ.G

Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, we have the theorem with exactly the same argument
as in [11],[27]. Take φ = R%F f G V\(C^F) and φ2m G G. For the multiplicative
functional N^ defined by (3.2) and x G X, we have

>
> exp t

x
ίί
\Jx

where

{ /• rμ.Fj. r *\

u G Ω / -—^(x)Lt(ω,dx) - / φCμ'Fφdm < ε \ Π {α G Ω it(α;)e G}
7x Φ Jx J
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Put

ΩX - [ω G Ω lim \ ί ^-A(χs(ω))ds = ί φC^Fφdm\ ,
I ί-+00 t JQ φ Jχ }

Ω2 = {ω G Ω Lt(α;) converges to 02m as t — > oo}.

Now, on account of the shift invariance of Ω^ (ί — 1, 2) due to Theorem 3.1, we know
- 1, <£2m-a.e. Hence,

(t, ε)) — > 0 as ί -̂  oo for Vx G X.

Consequently, we have

lim inf \ log Ex ( exp ( -^f'F) Lt G G, t < c) > ί φC^Fφdm - ε.
t-+oo t \ \ / / J χ

Note that the set {φ G V\(C^F) ||0||2 = 1} is dense in {φ e F^F 0 > 0,
1} with respect to £^F (α0 > β(μ, F)) which completes the proof. Π

We can not treat the upper estimate of Ex (exp(-Aμ?F)) with large deviation
theory without additional conditions. By the same argument of Proposition 4.2 in [27],
we have the followings.

REMARK 4.1. Let us assume the hypotheses in Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. In
addition, let assume that the symmetric Markov process M as a base process is conser-

vative and the transition probability pt of M satisfies the strong Feller property. Then

for any compact subset K of Λ/ίι(X),

lim sup - log EX (exp (— A^F] Lt G K] < — inf Iεμtp(v) for all x G X.
t^ oo t \ \ / / v^K

Moreover, if the base process explodes so fast in the sense that R^Fl belongs to

C00(X), it can be extended for any closed subset of

We shall consider the upper estimate of large deviation principle without above two

conditions. To do this, we apply the fact that the ZAspectral radius of the Feynman-

Kac semigroup of kernels is p-independent under the symmetric Levy process whose

Levy exponent is the so-called α-relativistic Hamiltonian (4.1) below.
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The upper estimate

Symmetric convolution semigroups {vt,t > 0} of infinitely divisible probability
measures on Rd define a Markovian semigroup pt by

Rd

which is symmetric with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and the Levy-Khinchin for-
mula under the above conditions for vt leads as follows

LRd

(l-cos(x,y))J(dy),ί (
JRd

where 5 is a non-negative definite d x d symmetric matrix and J is a symmetric mea-
sure on Rd \ {0} such that fRd, rQ, min(l, \x\2)J(dx) < oo. Here, the function ψ is
called the Levy exponent and the measure J is called the Levy measure. The Dirichlet
form (£,.F) associated with the semigroup pt is written as

£(u,u) = \ I (SVu,Vu)(x)dx+l if (u(x)-u(y))2J(dy-x)dx,
Z JRd Z J JRdxRd\d

= {ue L2(Rd) ε(u, u) < 00} .

The Hunt process associated with (£, J7) is called the Levy process and denote it by

M = (Ω,Xt,Px). In this situation, we add the following assumption

(V) / e"*^(x)da? < oo, Vί > 0.
JRd

Then, under this assumption, the function

Pt(x} =

is the density of the measure vt for each t > 0 and is an analytic function of t on
(0,oo) ([!]). Furthermore, the transition density of M, pt(x - y) satisfies all assump-
tions in section 2. Indeed, the irreducibility of M is derived by noting the periodicity
of ψ(x) on Rd. Therefore, we can apply the lower estimate of large deviation principle
for the Levy process M.
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DEFINITION 4.1. A Levy measure J is said to be exponentially localized if there
exists a constant δ > 0 such that

L
Lemma 4.1 ([7]). Let the Levy measure JofM.be exponentially localized. Then

there exist positive constants c\ , c% such that

We now concentrate on the symmetric Levy process M = (Ω, Xt,Px) on Rd with
the so-called a-relativistίc Hamiltonian as Levy exponent

(4.1) (p2 + ra2)*-raα, ra >0, 0< α < 2

which was recently investigated by Carmona, Masters, and Simon ([7]). Note that the
Levy measure corresponding to the Levy exponent (4.1) is exponentially localized be-
cause (4.1) has an analytic continuation to some strip (see Proposition II. 1 in [7]). With
the Levy process M as the base process, we then have the following upper estimate.

Theorem 4.2. For any A^ G A$ - A$ and x E Rd,

- inf εμ'Fu,u.

Proof. Let

We also put

λ--log|U'F - inf
2,2 ne^M.F

N|2=ι

= Ex (exp (-A?'F) χBr(*)(Xt)) + Ex (exp (-Af'F) (l - χBf(x)) (Xt))

where Br(x) is the ball centered at x with radius r. Then, from Lemma 4.1,

(J/)t < E
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,oo \0<s<t

On the other hand,

(f)t = P t ' F X B r ( x ) ( x )

where C' = eλ f^'F . Now, take k > 0 so that -/3(2μ,2F) + f f c - f > λ and
Il2,oo

put r — kt. We then have

for some positive constant K. The proof is complete. Π

Consequently, when the underlying process is the symmetric Levy process with its
Levy exponent (4.1), Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 lead us to the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Fix a Borel function F of bounded below on Rd x Rd \ d. Suppose

that F G L2(Rd x Rd; Nm) and A^ G A$ - Λ^. Then

(4.2) lim -log£x fexp (-A^F}} = - inf 8^F(u,u) for Vx G Rd.
ί->cχD t \ \ / / uerv>F

5. Applications

Let M; = (Ω,Xt,Pa;) be a symmetric stable process of index α, (1 < α < 2) on
Rd with its exponent \z\a. It is known in [24] that the definition of Kato class measure
μ, (2.1) is equivalent to the classical definition of the Kato class

/ - - —\μ\(dy) = 0,
J\χ-y\<δ \x-y\d a

lim sup - - —\μ\(dy) = 0, |μ| = /x+ + μ
d
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under M'. So, we see from [6] that the surface measure σ of the sphere on R3 is in

the (extended) Kato class. We shall first apply the formula (4.2) to the surface measure

σ and give the asymptotics of local time for σ. The problem is arised for the fact that

at least, we cannot say anything about the formula (4.2) under M' because its Levy

measure is not exponentially localized. To show that the surface measure σ belongs

to the Kato class corresponding to the α-relativistic Hamiltonian operator, we need to

apply the following fact essentially due to [7],[32] the Kato class measure is same

whether we deal with the pseudo-differential operator | — Δ|α/2(l < α < 2) or the

α-relativistic Hamiltonian operator (—Δ -f ra2)α/2 — ma(m > 0,1 < α < 2).

Let us denote ga by the Green's density of M'. A measurable function / on Rd

is said to be in ll(L°°) if | |/ | |JI(L«>) = Σ/cezd suPχec(fc) \f(x)\ < °°> where C(k)
denotes the cube centered at k £ Zd with sides of length 1. Note that the transition

density pt( ) of M' belongs to /1(I/°°) and for each fixed δ > 0,

(5-1) Slip \\X{\y\>δ}PtU\\ll(Lσo} < 00

([29]). Note that most of the transition densities of the Levy processes we are interested

indeed, satisfy the above properties ([7]).

Theorem 5.1. Let μ be a smooth measure such that supx^Rd μ(x + C(0)) <

oo. Suppose that the assumption (V) and the condition (5.1) are satisfied by the Levy

process. If

r
lim sup / ga(χ- y)μ(dy} = 0,

then μ belongs to the (extended) Kato class.

Proof. For fixed δ > 0, arbitrary ε > 0 and sufficiently large enough β > 0, we

have from (5.1)

sup / gβ(x-y)μ(dy)
xeRdJ\x-y\>δ

/

ΛOO
X{\u\>δ}Psuμ(x - du] I e~βsds

_ι* «>o
/» / oo

= sup^ Σ I X{\u\>δ}PsUμ(x - du) J e~βsds

ί°° -08
< sup μ(x + C'(O)) sup ||χ{|ιt|>(5}Ps^lu1(Lσo) / e ds

Xξ Rd S>0 JO

ε
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On the other hand, for such β > 0,

sup / 9β(z-y)μ(dy)< sup / ga(x - y)μ(dy) (< j).
x€RdJ\x-y\<δ x<ERdJ\x-y\<δ 4

Hence, we can choose β > 0 large enough so that

sup Ex (A?) < sup Ex (eβt ί e~βsdA^\
x£Rd x£Rd \ JO )

= sup eβtRβμ(x)

= sup eβt I gβ(x-y)μ(dy)
x£Rd JRd

Now, to reach the conclusion, we only choose sufficiently small t so that eβt < 2. The

proof is complete. Π

In fact, the above theorem is held equivalently because for sufficiently large enough

β > 0 and some constant c > 0,

ί gβ(x - y)μ(dy) < \\ps\\μ(L«>) sup μ(x + C(0))
JRd x£Rd

-
C

and there exists constant δ > 0 such that if \x — y\ < δ then gα(x — y) < cgβ(x — y)

(Lemma III.3 in [7]).

EXAMPLE 5.1. Note that the Theorem 5.1 implies that the definition of the Kato

class measure depends only on the behaviour of the exponent function ψ(u) when u — >

oo because the Green's density gα(x) is equal to

So the Kato class is the same whether we deal with ψ(u) = |^|α, (1 < α < 2) or
ψ(u) = (w2 + ra2)α/2 -mα, (m > 0, 1 < α < 2). This means that the surface measure
μ = σ(\x\ = R) of the sphere on R3 also belongs to the (extended) Kato class when

the base process is the relativistic Hamiltonian of index α, (1 < α < 2). Let us denote

by ^.R(£) the local time corresponding to μ. We have

lim ^]ogEx(exp(-£R(t))) = - inf ( ί ψ(x)\u(x)\2 dx + ί ΰ(xfdμ(x)}
t^°°t JlλjR3 JW=R )
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where F» = {u G T : u € L2(#3; |μ|)}, <φ(x) = (x2 + m2)α/2 - ma(m > 0, 1 <
a < 2), and : means its Fourier transformation. Q

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let BR(= {x\ \x\ < R}) be the open ball in R3 and σ the
surface measure of the sphere dBr, (r < R). Let Xt be an absorbing symmetric stable
process on BR with index α, (1 < α < 2). The surface measure σ is in the (extended)
Kato class under the process Xt, and is the killing measure on BR. Let us denote
by ίr(t) the positive continuous additive functional corresponding to σ. Since the ball
BR is regular, limx^dBR Ex (e~TR) = 1. That is, βf 1 G C^BR) and which implies
Rλ '

Γl G CΌo(jBβ). In this case, we can derive the formula (4.2) by using the full large
deviation principle. Therefore,

er(t)) t < c)

r \
ψ(x)\ύ(x)\2dx + / u(xγdσ(x) ,

where J σ = {u <E JF ϋ G L2(β3; |σ|)}, ^(x) - \x\a, (1< α < 2). Π

Now, in the rest of this section, we shall consider the formula (4.2) with symmetric
Markov chains. Let / be a countable set equipped with the discrete topology. Let
Q = (gf j) be an / x / matrix such that

Qij > 0 (i Φ j)> qik - ~qii <0°ι Vi e /
fc/i

and πiiqij = mjQji for some strictly positive function πii on /. Let 8 be the Dirichlet

form on L2(/;m) defined by

- 5^% mi(w(j) - u(i))(υ(j) - v(ί))

Denote by Fτ the collection of functions u on / such that 8(u,u) < oo. Let T& be
the set of functions u in :Fr for which there exists un(n = 1, 2, - •) with finite support

such that

un — > u and sup 8 (un,un) < oo.
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Then (£, F) becomes a symmetric regular Dirichlet form on I/2(7; m) and the Dirichlet
space T is identified with the space Te Π L2(/;m) (cf. Theorem 17.2 in [22]). The

space Te is said to be the extended Dirichlet space of T (p.36 in [16]). Denote by

M = (Pi,Xt) the Hunt process associated with (8,F). Then M is nothing but the
minimal Q-process constructed by W. Feller.

EXAMPLE 5.3. Let us consider a symmetric Markov chain M = (Pi, Xt) on the

finite state space I — {l,2, ,n}. In this case, since the state space / is compact and
the Dirichlet form on £2(/; ra) associated with M is

we can establish the following full large deviation principle by Remark 4.1;

ton - log Et I exp [ - £ F(XS. , X,) ] ]

\ \ .<* / /

(5.3)

where ^F - {u G ^ u G L2(/; |p|)},p(A) - Σ<€Λ ' Σ<€/ ftj^< ί1 ~ ̂ F(i^} for
all A G B(7). Now, let us take F(ίJ) = χB(i,j), where B = {(1, 2), (2, 3), , (fc, fe+

1), (A: 4- 1, &), (*» * - 1)> ' ' ' j (25 1)} is me symmetric region on / x / \ d. Then, the
formula (5.3) gives to us the asymptotics of the number of jumps for the symmetric

Markov chain M on B. Π

To establish the full large deviation principle in the case of infinite state space, we

may need the following conditions on the Levy kernel TV.
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Theorem 5.2. For a positive Borel function F on X x X \ d, we put

(5.4) V(x) = I (l - e~2F(x^ N(x,dy).

Suppose that V(x) —> oo as \x\ —> oo and

(5.5) lim Px(σκ <t) = Q
x-^ oo

for any compact subset K C X, OK is the first hitting time of K. Then the full large

deviation principle is established.

Proof. Let F = (e~2F - l). For an increasing sequence of compact sets {Kn}

onXxX\d such that \J™=lKn = X x X\d, we put Fn = FχKn, Fn = (e~2Fn - l)

and BI = ^s<tFn(Xs-^Xs). Then there exists the dual predictable projection of

^n})P= ί ί N(Xs,dy)Fn(Xs,y)ds.
7 Jo Jx

Since Bj. — ί JE?t ) is a Px-martingale for every x £ X, Doleans-Dade exponential

formula ([10]) implies that

Zt = eBt ~(β* )P

s<t

S<t

is at least supermartingale multiplicative functional. From Schwarz inequality, we get

= EL

1/2

< [Ex[e -^.<**»^.-—/ v^t

1/2

< Ex fexp f- Γ / N(Xβ,dy) (l - e-
2F»(χ ^) ώ))

\ \ JQ Jx v J J J
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On account of positivity of F, if n tends to oo, we have

Eχ - ^ - < Eχ

By assumption for V(x) and (5.5),

e-*Έ, e-.*-'' dt -> 0Λf l(x) =
Jo

which implies that the full large deviation principle is derived by Remark 4.1. Π

EXAMPLE 5.4. The typical model of Markov chain which satisfies the hypothe-
ses in Theorem 5.2 is a population model with birth rate λn = nλ, (λ0 = λ) and
death rate μn = nμ, where λ,μ are certain rates which satisfy λ > μ. Indeed, since

lim inf^oo mn > 0,ran = n~l(\/μ)n and En(exp(-σκ)) G L2(/;m), we get

< oo
n=l

and which implies (5.5). Moreover, since N(i,j) of (5.4) is equals to nλ in this case,

the same problem in Example 5.3 can be also considered on an infinte state space with

the finite life time. Π
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